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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE 

DUSF’20 x HMUNEA’21 is a three-day youth conference and 

the fusion of Harithkram’s two flagship events — Delhi 

University Sustainability Forum and Harithkram Model 

United Nations Environment Assembly. This fusion will mark 

the Fourth Edition of the Delhi University Sustainability Forum 

and the Fifth Edition of Harithkram Model United Nations 

Environment Assembly. 

This year, DUSF under its School Outreach Programme aims 

to channelise the potential of young school children towards a 

greener world through the medium of School Students’ 

Conference (SSC). The participants from the selected schools 

will get an opportunity to witness the proceedings of a University 

level Conference and interact with learned experts, which will 

equip them better for higher education and their role in the 

society. 

The Fifth Edition of HMUNEA will offer young scholars from 

diverse backgrounds to brainstorm, debate and discuss the 

onslaught of COVID-19 on SDGs’ targets and make the 

discourse on the environment richer. It is a splendid opportunity 

for young voices to ensure a clean, green and fresh environment. 

In its own modest way, HMUNEA will fulfil the aims and goals 

set out by the founders of the United Nations in the Preamble of 

the Charter: “to produce tolerance and live together in peace 

as good neighbours.” 

 

 

ABOUT THE COLLEGE 

Shaheed Bhagat Singh College, named after the great 

revolutionary of India, Shaheed-e-Azam, Sardar Bhagat Singh, 

was established as a co-educational college in 1967 as a 

constituent college of University of Delhi. It is one of the leading 

colleges of University of Delhi imparting higher education in 

commerce, humanities and social sciences for over five decades. 

Over a period of 54 years, the College has acquired a 

distinguished position in diverse academic and professional fields 

by providing a vibrant and intellectually stimulating academic 

culture to promote the independence of thought and grandeur of 

vision among the students. 

HARITHKRAM - THE ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY 

Harithkram was inaugurated by the eminent Environmentalist 

and Writer Padmashri Sunita Narain on September 7, 2012. 

Its mission is to create environmental awareness and promote 

green and sustainable activities “Beyond the Boundaries.” It 

develops young and budding environmentalists through their 

creative ideas and channelises their energies towards a greener 

world through team efforts. It focuses primarily on increasing 

sensitivity amongst students towards their environment and 

surroundings. The students work constructively towards 

environmental causes and their activities ensure that Harithkram 

remains distinctive from other societies and it works as a forum 

for positive discussions, debates and changes towards a green and 

sustainable environment. 

 



 

OUR ILLUSTRIOUS PAST 

HMUNEA’14 

“Climate Change and Development Conflict” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DUSF’16 

“Sustainable Development Goals - The Way Forward” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HMUNEA’17 

“Making Cities Sustainable” 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DUSF’18 

“Environmental Sustainability: A Challenge?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HMUNEA’19 

“Environmental Diplomacy on Global Health” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To learn more and participate, visit: 

 

Click Here 

 

 

OUR PREVIOUS SUPPORTERS 

WWF | TERI | UNDP | UNEP | UNESCO | 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, 

GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI 

https://www.harithkram.org/
https://www.harithkram.org/

